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THE SKY THIS
WEEK FROM
JUNE 28 TO JULY 7
A total solar eclipse that
cuts a narrow swath across
South America highlights a
week that also features
glorious nighttime views of
Jupiter and Saturn.

READ MORE

HISTORY OF MARS
IMPACTS LEAVES
HOPE FOR ANCIENT
MARTIAN LIFE
Evidence from martian
meteorites indicates the
Red Planet stopped
experiencing large impacts
early on, leaving plenty of
time for possible life to
form.

Scientists have discovered
a massive subsurface
deposit of dense material
– probably metal –
beneath the largest crater
on the moon. Did it result
from a huge asteroid
impact or a former lunar
ocean of molten rock?

READ MORE

READ MORE

WHITE HOLES: DO
BLACK HOLES HAVE
MIRROR IMAGES?
These black hole opposites would
spew energy, be impossible to
enter, and might even answer some
of the universe’s fundamental
questions.

READ MORE

WHAT IS THE
MYSTERY MASS
ON THE MOON?

ASTRONOMY
PICTURE OF THE WEEK

Boulders on Bennu
Image Credit: NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, University of Arizona

Explanation: An abundance of boulders litters the surface asteroid 101955 Bennu in this dramatic close-up from the OSIRIS-REx
spacecraft. Taken on March 28 from a distance of just 3.4 kilometers (2.1 miles) the field of view is about 50 meters across while the light
colored boulder at top right is 4.8 meters tall. Likely a loose conglomerate rubble pile asteroid, Bennu itself spans less than 500 meters.
That's about the height of the Empire State Building. Mapping the near Earth asteroid since the spacecraft's arrival in December of 2018,
the OSIRIS-REx mission plans a TAG (Touch-and-Go) maneuver for July 2020 to sample Bennu's rugged surface, returning the sample
to planet Earth in September 2023. Citizen scientists have been invited to help choose the sample collection site.

JULY CELESTIAL EVENTS
July 9 - Saturn at Opposition
The ringed planet will be at its closest approach to Earth and its face will be fully
illuminated by the Sun. It will be brighter than any other time of the year and will be
visible all night long. This is the best time to view and photograph Saturn and its moons.
A medium-sized or larger telescope will allow you to see Saturn's rings and a few of its
brightest moons.

July 16 - Partial Lunar Eclipse
A partial lunar eclipse occurs when the Moon passes through the Earth's partial shadow, or
penumbra, and only a portion of it passes through the darkest shadow, or umbra. During
this type of eclipse a part of the Moon will darken as it moves through the Earth's shadow.
The eclipse will be visible throughout most of Europe, Africa, central Asia, and the Indian
Ocean.
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